Lost and Found

Only labeled clothing can be returned!!! Please clearly label all layers and outerwear with your child’s last name (and first initial if there are siblings).

If your child has lost an item, help them retrace their steps. Items are often found:
- in the gym
- in the BS Wing
- in the 1st/2nd Grade Wing
- 4th Grade Hall
- 5th Grade Hall

If your child’s clothing is labeled it has a better chance of being returned to your child.

Be patient! As many items look alike, sometimes things will go home with the wrong child and may take a while to make it back to school. Keep checking back.

Tips for labeling layers and jackets

- Clearly mark ALL jackets, sweatshirts, sweaters and vests with your child’s name.
- Use permanent ink or iron or sew-on labels. There are many websites that sell labels. Here are a few...
  http://www.labelyourstuff.com/collections/clothing-labels
  http://www.mabelslabels.com/
- Check regularly to make sure the name still appears.
- Write the child’s last name, and first initial too, if there are siblings.
- Silver Sharpies work well on darker items.